
8 Steps to a
More Secure Healthcare Facility



The healthcare facility holds an alarming amount of personal information on every client 
they serve, and good patient care includes good file security. However, the healthcare 
industry is suffering the most when it comes to file confidentiality.

A recent study reported that there were 29 million records affected from 949 data 
breaches between 2010 and 2013, according to the Department of Health and Human 
Services database. However, a 72% increase has been reported since 2013.

A Bitsight Insights report announced that the healthcare industry is the second worst in 
overall security, with an average event duration of 5.3 days — meaning data breaches 
went undetected and unresolved for an exceptionally long time. 

There have been a number of security breaches in recent years, starting with 2014 being 
dubbed “the year of the breach” as media headlines were repeatedly focused on the 
theft of company sensitive information and customer credit card information. But a 
recent  found a website selling 10 medicare numbers for 22 bitcoin, or 
about $4,700.
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8 Steps to a More

Secure Healthcare Facility

http://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2015/02/13/385901377/the-black-market-for-stolen-health-care-data


The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act establishes federally-mandated guidelines to 
keeping protected health information (PHI) confidential. 
Established in 1996, the act covers confidentiality of 
patient records, payment information, health plan and 
health coverage information, and gives patients a vast 
number of rights over their information. 

Under the HIPAA, a risk analysis of every clinic and 
healthcare facility must be undertaken in order to ensure 
their business processes meet security protocols. This 
assessment is the responsibility of the facility under their 
security management processes. 

But what can you do to ensure that your healthcare clinic 
doesn’t fall victim to data fraud? This checklist lays out the 
most common steps that you can take to ensure** that 
your company data is confidential and free from attack.

This isn’t a guide on how to comply with HIPAA, but a best practices checklist to assist you and 
make sure that you’re on the right path to establishing an iron-clad electronic health records 
security policy. For a complete overview on the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules, visit the

 website.
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HIPAA

http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/index.html


At Keeran Technologies, we can ensure that your facility, practice, or 
clinic is signing the best possible EHR provider to cut costs, integrate 
multiple departments, and offer much more healthcare value to 
your patients. 

While vendors establish their software to ensure compliance, it’s 
too easy to let your security measures fall to the wayside — opening 
yourself up for data breaches. Whether you’re transitioning to EHR’s 
for the first time, or are concerned about your level of compliance, 
the following checklist covers some of the big steps towards a 
secure system.
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Electronic Health Records, Vendors, and the HIPAA

You wouldn’t try to fix an x-ray machine,
so why try and DIY your security?

The benefits of implementing Electronic Health Records (EHR) in 
your practice are plentiful. From lowering overhead costs such as 
staffing and office expenses, to being able to spend more time 
with patients instead of searching for their records your physicians 
and office staff can raise the quality of care while reducing errors, 
automating your workflow, and integrating billing systems. 

While your practice has more capabilities to provide online patient 
communication, the vendor relationship between your clinic and 
an EHR provider needs to be clearly communicated to define your 
needs and to completely follow the below steps to securing your 
system.
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Checklist:

Make sure all office trained on HIPAA requirements
and form a compliance plan

Secure physical access

The weakest point in security is the user. Create an ongoing environment of training to 
install responsibility in your staff and to create a security culture.

Health information is often compromised through the loss or theft of devices 
themselves. Therefore you need to lock down access to:

    aPaper filing cabinets with records as well as CD’s, thumb drives, or hard drives.

    aServers must be stored for both physical safety and environmental safety. Your
            server room should be both locked and temperature-controlled to prevent
            tampering or damage.

One way to overcome the constant maintenance of a server is through cloud computing 
environments designed with HIPAA compliance in mind.



Basic network protection

Firewalls and data encryption

If your system is connected to the internet in any way, a firewall needs to be established 
to prevent intruders from entering your network — before they can infect your device or 
network with viruses.

    aData must be encrypted within your firewall as well, so as to prevent access in the
            case that your firewall is breached. 

    aAll backup data must be completely encrypted

Antivirus & anti-malware software

If your firewall isn’t secure, has been turned off, or breached, viruses can infect a 
machine to destroy or steal sensitive information. 

Wireless Networks

Protected Health Information must be secured by law. This means that your wireless 
networks must not be public and must be encrypted to prevent unauthorized access.

    aCasual wireless access, such as access by desktops or mobile devices must be
            carefully monitored and access approved before-hand. 

    aGuest usage should be strictly prohibited

    aPeer-to-peer file sharing applications should be blocked and prohibited on devices
            that can access medical records.
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Monitor your network access

Data Backup & Disaster Recovery Processes

Establish strong passwords and change them often

aNetwork log management needs to be constantly monitored. If someone has accessed
    information above their security clearance level, this could be a HIPAA breach. Staying
    on top of access controls and who is viewing what ensures that your staff are
    remaining compliant.

aLimit staff access to a need-to-know basis. File access controls and physical access
    grants access to those who need the information to complete their job and restricts
    those who don’t.

aFrom the first day a new EHR is functioning in a practice, the data must be backed up
    regularly and reliably with access controls in place in order to save the information in
    case of a physical or data corruption disaster.

aRecovery planning includes everything from how long it will take to restore the
    information, to how long it will take to get your staff back in the office and opening the
    clinic. Including this in your healthcare security checklist ensures that you have a plan
    to save your practice from bankruptcy.

Each employee should have a personal login that is strong, not guessable, and meets the 
following criteria:

    aBe at least 8 characters in length.

    aShouldn’t be a dictionary word, but a randomized combination of uppercase and
            lowercase letters, numbers, and special characters.

    aConsider multi-factor authentication that implements a two-stage sign-in with fob,
            smart card, fingerprint, or even code sent via SMS.



System & software maintenance
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aYour EHR program may require constant updates in order to function properly.

    aMake sure EHR vendor doesn’t have backdoor enabled to automatically install
            updates and that your firewall is strong enough to block this.

aPractice the basics of good computer maintenance:

    aUninstall programs that aren’t essential to business operations

    aDefragment and check hard drive for errors regularly

    aEnsure all systems and programs are patched and updated. Antivirus, operating
            systems such as Windows, and any other software you use on a daily basis
            requires updates to remain compliant and functional.

That’s it!

If you think you have all the boxes ticked, and all your I’s dotted, then a third-party 
security risk assessment is the final step in assuring that your healthcare facility is 
completely compliant. Just setting yourself up with security isn’t the final step, however.

Continuous Steps Checklist:

Things that your organization needs to constantly monitor 
includes:

    aAccess requests

    aLog data

    aBackdoor/vulnerability testing

    aServer usage and reliability

    aAccess profiles (employee profiles and access
            rights)



At Keeran Networks, our managed security services are designed to shed some light 
on your healthcare IT environment. With extensive healthcare experience, compliance 
insight, and IT security knowledge our team can create innovative, yet reliable systems to 
support your everyday processing needs.

Not only will our technicians walk you through a complete organizational risk 
assessment, but our third-party auditing ensures that you’re meeting compliance 
standards, clearly lays out any vulnerabilities, and provides you with clear next steps. 

Our managed security services can guarantee that your healthcare facility or clinic is 
monitored 24/7/365, and that your IT supports your physicians and your patients. IT 
should make everyone’s life easier, not more complicated. 

Step into the light with Keeran Networks.
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About Keeran:
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